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Influential Persons In Online Social Networks By
Preferential Attachment
A. Abdul Rasheed
Abstract : Identifying the person who influences all the other persons in the network is always an interesting phenomenon. Social networking connects
the individuals and organizations over the globe. With the advent of online social networking sites, the individual can make their own network and be
popularizing within the network is made easier nevertheless of considering the geographical location. Though there are numerous methodologies
introduced to find such influential person(s) in the network, this research focused on social network analysis approach called preferential attachment to
find such persons. It is considered as NP-hard problem, due to the reason that it is complex in structure. As a proof of concept, the proposed
methodology is adopted over few exemplary datasets with variant in sizes. The results are showing that the proposed method is able to accommodate
the different size of the dataset and finds the influencers nevertheless of considering its size.
Index Terms: Influential Users, Link Prediction, Preferential attachment, Social Networks, Social network analysis.
——————————  ——————————

1.

INTRODUCTION

SOCIAL network connects individual and organizations by a
common relationship. This can be interpreted by using a graph
structure. If the relationship is represented as G = (V, E) where
V is the number (set) of vertices and E is the number (set) of
edges. Further, v is the vertex and e is represented as edge. V
is called as actors with reference to the social network
terminology and E represents the relationship. The examples
of such relationship would be friendship in a social network
environment such as Facebook, co-authorship network, E-mail
communication exchanged between persons and products
purchased by the customers. With reference to the social
networking terminology, the vertices are called ―actors‖ and the
edges are called as ―ties‖. The following figure-1 represents a
social network structure:

Figure-1: A sample social network diagram
There are two types of social networking measures, (i) Prestige
Measure and (ii) Proximity measure. The former measures ―how
many persons are known to me‖. It is calculated on the basis of
―Out Degree‖. It is also called as ―measures of influence‖. The
prestige measures are applicable for direct networks. The
influence domain of a vertex in a directed network is the number
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or proportion of all other vertices which are connected by a path
to this vertex. The later measures ―how many persons I know‖. It
is calculated on the basis of ―In Degree‖. The centrality measure
is categorized into four main groups (i) degree centrality (ii)
closeness centrality (iii) betweenness centrality and (iv) eigenvector related centrality. The first measure i.e the degree
centrality indicates how well a node is connected with the other
nodes in the network. The closeness centrality is a measure of
proximity and it measures the reachability of a node from a node
in a network. It is a measure of efficiency. The betweenness
centrality, as the name suggests, is based on how important a
node is in terms of connecting other nodes. It measures the
potentiality of a node in a network. Eigenvector centrality
assigns importance proportional to the importance of the node’s
neighbors.
The social networks are interpreted as a network of graph
structure. The actors are represented by the vertices and the
relationship among them is represented by the edges.
Preferential attachment model imitates the person who has
more influence in the graph will attract the other persons in the
same. It also follows the power law distribution. Such graphs
have the capability in capturing the characteristics of real world
problems. The preferential attachment expresses the pairwise
interaction between nodes i and j which is proportional to the
multiplication factor of degree product kikj. It classically
expresses the interaction probability between new nodes and
old ones are decided by the product form of degree of related
nodes. The rest of the paper is organized in the following
manner. The section-2 discusses about the earlier work in the
similar work. The methodology carried out by this research and
the results obtained are described in section-3. The section-4
closes the paper with discussion and conclusion.

2 BACKGROUND
[1] tend to formally outline and study the cap result in social
networks and propose a natural mathematical model, referred
to as the biased discriminatory attachment model, that part
explains the causes of the cap result. It proves that the model
exhibits a powerful moment cap result which all three
conditions area unit necessary, i.e., removing anybody of them
can forestall the looks of a cap result. In addition, it also gift
empirical proof taken from a mentor-student network of
researchers that exhibits each a cap result and therefore the
on top of three phenomena. An in-depth comparison of the
planned technique against existing link prediction algorithms
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was performed to demonstrate that the trail and node
combined approach achieved abundant higher mean average
exactness and space beneath the curve values than people
who solely take into account the common nodes [2]. The mix
of node and topological options will well improve the
performance of similarity-based link prediction, compared with
node-dependent and path-dependent approaches. Given an
exposure of a social network, can we infer that new
interactions among its members measure the probably to
occur within the close to future? It tends to formalize this
question because the link prediction drawback, and develop
measures for analyzing the proximity of nodes in a network.
Experiments on massive co-authorship networks counsel that
info concerning future interactions is often extracted from
configuration alone, which fairly refined measures for detective
work node proximity which will exceed a lot of direct measures
[3]. The availability of the immense amounts of knowledge
gathered in those systems brings new challenges are faced
once making an attempt to analyse it. Though heaps of effort
has been created to develop new prediction approaches, the
prevailing strategies don't seem to be comprehensively
analysed. The six time-stamped real-world social networks
and ten most generally used link prediction strategies was
studies in [4]. The prediction friendly networks offer smart
performance, additionally as prediction unfriendly networks.
Influential users play a crucial role in on-line social networks
since users tend to possess an impression on one alternative
[5]. So as to verify the findings, many experiments were dead
supported by social network analysis, during which the
foremost potent users known from association rule learning
were compared to the results from Degree position and Page
Rank position Assessing associated measure the importance
of nodes in an exceedingly complicated network area unit of
nice theoretical and sensible significance to boost the strength
of the particular system and to style an economical system
structure. The k-shell decomposition methodology considers
the core node situated within the center of the network
because the most vital node, however it solely considers the
residual degree and neglects the interaction and topological
structure between the node and its neighbors [6]. Preferential
attachment (PA) models of network structure measure are
widely used to informative power and abstract simplicity. [7]
shows that the quality of generating network instances from a
PA model depends on the preference operate of the model,
offer economical information structures that job underneath
any preference operate. Preferential attachment models for
random graphs captures several characteristics of real
networks like Stevens' power law behaviour [8]. Experiments
show that the model offers a wonderful match of the many
natural graph statistics and that is provided with association
rule to infer the associated affinity operates with efficiency.
Associate degree empirical study of the discriminatory
attachment model development in temporal networks shows
that the online networks follow a nonlinear discriminatory
attachment model during which the exponent depends on the
kind of network thought of. To fill this gap, [9] performs
associate degree empirical longitudinal (time-based) study on
various internet network datasets from seven network classes
and together with directed, purposeless and bipartite
networks. Some classic ways measure projected to spot
multiple spreaders. However, they often have limitations for
the networks with community structure as a result of several
chosen spreaders is also clustered during a community.
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Experimental results on real and artificial networks with
community structure outperform the classic ways for degree
spatial relation, k-core and Cluster Rank in most cases [10].
By revisiting the advantageous preferential attachment (PA)
mechanism for generating a classical scale-free network, [11]
proposed a category of novel advantageous attachment
similarity indices for predicting future links in evolving
networks. The improved prediction accuracy and low
procedure complexness, these proposed advantageous
attachment indices are often useful for providing each
directions for mining unknown links and new insights to grasp
the underlying mechanisms that drive the network evolution.
Preferential attachment models were shown to be terribly
effective in predicting such vital properties of real-world
networks because the power-law degree distribution, tiny
diameter etc. [12]. Bianconi and Barabási extended
advantageous attachment models with pages' inherent quality
or fitness of vertices. To boot mirror a recency property, it's
cheap to generalize fitness models by adding a recency issue
to the attractiveness perform. The significant reliance on social
network sites causes them to come up with huge knowledge
defined by three procedure problems specifically - size, noise
and dynamism. These problems usually create social network
knowledge advanced to analyse manually, leading to the
pertinent use of procedure suggests that of analysing them.
They use knowledge pre-processing, knowledge analysis, and
knowledge interpretation processes within the course of
information analysis. [13] discusses completely different data
processing techniques employed in mining various aspects of
the social network over decades going from the historical
techniques to the up-to-date models. The success of social
networking sites depends on the quantity and activity levels of
their user members. Though users usually have varied
connections to different web site members (i.e., ―friends‖),
solely a fraction of these alleged friends may very well
influence a member's web site usage. As a result of the
influence of doubtless many friends must be evaluated for
every user, inferring exactly who is important. It’s therefore of
social control interest for advertising targeting and retention
efforts is troublesome. For the social networking web site
information, [14] realize that, on average, some fifth part of a
user's friends truly influence his or her activity level on the
positioning. Link prediction is a crucial task for analying social
networks that additionally has applications in different domains
like, information retrieval, bioinformatics and e-commerce.
There exist a range of techniques for link prediction, starting
from feature-based classification and kernel-based technique
to matrix factoring and probabilistic graphical models [15].
These ways disagree from one another with relation to model
complexness, prediction performance, quantifiability, and
generalization ability. It is also surveyed some representative
link prediction ways by categorizing them by the kind of the
models. It is discussed in varied existing link prediction models
that fall in these broad classes and analyze their strength and
weakness. Every network person is aware that advantageous
attachment combines with growth to provide networks with
power-law in-degree distributions [16]. The accuracy needed
to differentiate advantageous attachment from another kind of
attachment that’s in step with a log-normal in-degree
distribution. Link Prediction in complicated networks is
regarded helpful in most varieties of networks because it often
accustomed extract missing information, establish spurious
interactions, and judge network evolving mechanisms. In most
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natural and built systems, the entities measure connected with
multiple varieties of associations and relations that play an
element within the dynamics of the network. It forms multiple
subsystems or multiple layers of networked information. These
networks measure considered Multiplex Networks [17]. In a
similar manner, [18] predicted the full network once the
network is evolving and extremely thin. Specifically, it
proposed a two-phase framework to predict links in thin
networks. The generality of the approach makes it possible to
use it in conjunction with any link prediction similarity
measures. The influence maximization downside in a very
large-scale social network is to spot some potent users such
their influence on the opposite users within the network is
maximized, beneath a given influence propagation model. This
assumption was challenged to be over simplified and
inaccurate, as influence propagation method usually is far a lot
of complicated than that, and the social call of a user depend a
lot of subtly on the network structure, instead of what number
his/her influenced friends [19]. A connecting user's position in
networks noticeable to audience affects the user's influence in
an exceedingly means that connecting users with
comparatively position and people embedded in an
exceedingly closely connected community exert the best
impact on the network [20]. Moreover, the worth of a
connecting user's network position may be depends on the
user's standing and network position. A high-status connecting
user contributes a lot of to data diffusion once tweets measure
generated by a low-status user, and a connecting user is
embedded in an exceedingly connected network contributes a
lot of to data diffusion once tweets measure generated by a
user in an exceedingly brokerage position. It is generally
believed that the preferential attachment model usually offers
more accurate results than that of the other models such as
link prediction, association method and Bayesian networks.

3 METHODOLOGY AND RESULTS
This research focused on identifying the influential persons by
using preferential attachment model. In this model, the nodes
with high degree get more neighbors. The preferential
attachment (PA) score of any two actors x and y is calculated
as:
PA(x,y) = |N(x)| * |N(y)|

(1)

where N(y) denotes the number of neighbors of y. The
Barabasi and Albert model (BA Model) shows that making a
network grow with new actors who enter the network in
successive times attach preferentially to actors who already
have many links. The probability pi that the new actor is
connected to actor i is:
pi = ki /jkj

(2)

where ki is the degree of node i and the sum is made over all
pre-existing nodes j.
The following is a preferential attachment algorithm:
i. start with a limited number of initial nodes (m0)
ii. at each time step, add a new node that has m edges that
link to m existing nodes in the system, such that m < m0
iii. when choosing the nodes to which to attach, assume a
probability p(ki) for a node i proportional to the number ki of
links already attached to it, as in (2)
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Figure-2: A sample social network and its preferential
attachment score
The following datasets are used to identify the influencers in
the online social networks:
(i) Zachary Karate Club Dataset: [21]
This is one among the oldest dataset usually taken for study in
social network related research. The university-based karate
club was observed for a period of three years between 1970
and 1972. The network of friendship is established between
two individuals if there is an interaction outside the normal
activities of the club. This is represented by an edge. There
are 34 members (friends) in the club (network). It has 34
vertices and 78 edges.
(ii) 9-11 hijackers and their affiliates Dataset: [22]
This is a famous dataset describes about the terrorists
involved in the 9/11 bombing of the world trade center in 2001.
There are 61 persons involved in this event. The association
between them is extracted from newspapers and ties range
from "at school with" to "on same plane". The edge in the
network represents if there is an affiliation between person i
and j. This dataset has 61 vertices and 199 edges.
(iii) Bitcoin OTC dataset [23]
This is the first signed directed social network available for
research. As the information about the bitcoin users should not
be disclosed, the members of the bitcoin OTC rate the other
members in a scale of -10 (total distrust) to +10 (total trust).
The edge is created between trusted rating between rater and
ratee. This is ―who-trusts-whom‖ network of people who trade
using Bitcoin on a platform called Bitcoin OTC. It has 5,881
vertices and 35,592 edges.
(iv) High-energy physics citation network [24]
Arxiv is a repository of papers which provides open access to
e-prints in different domains. Its high energy physics
phenomenology (HEP-PH) citation graph is from the e-print
and covers all the citations within a dataset of 34,546 papers.
If a paper i cite paper j, the graph contains a directed edge
from i to j. It has 34,546 vertices and 4,21,578 edges.
(v) Wikipedia vote network [25]
Wikipedia issued Request for Adminship (RfA) to its users and
to decide who to promote adminship. Wikipedia page edit
history was extracted for all administrator elections and vote
history data. It is identified that 2,794 elections with 1,03,663
total votes and 7,066 users participated in the elections. The
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network contains all the Wikipedia voting data from the
inception of Wikipedia till January 2008. The directed edge
from node i to node j represent that user i voted on user j. It
has 7,115 vertices and 1,03,689 edges. The table-1
summarizes the description of the dataset.The two methods
like Indegree centrality (which is a prestige measure) and the
eigenvector centrality are used in order to compare the
effectiveness of identifying the influential person in the abovesaid datasets. The indegree centrality in a network measures
―how many persons know me‖. It can be computed by:

are same by all the scores. It is identified that the scores of the
first four datasets are similar by eigenvector centrality and
preferential attachment scores. The identified persons are
entirely different in the Wikipedia voting network. There is no
similar score by all the three methods.
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4 DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
The objective of this research is to identify the most influential
person in social networking environment. Though, there were
different approaches proposed earlier, the preferential
attachment is one such approaches that can be used, as a
measure of social network analysis. In order to identify the
person by the SNA approach, different datasets of variant in
sizes were sampled and the results are showing that the
preferential attachment model behaves comparatively well. It
is noted that the influential persons for the first two datasets
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